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ABSTRACT: Over the previous years, the use of structure roof systems which can be
implemented with long column spans has been welcomed by manufacturers. One of the
most widely used roofs is the waffle slab system. Therefore, by reviewing previous
studies in the field of roof collapse in reinforced concrete structures under blast, the
absence of studies on the performance of waffle slab and comparing its behavior with
blast affected RC slabs is observed. Laboratory simulation of this problem requires high
cost, high accuracy in model building and much time. In this study, after preliminary
model validation with experimental research and two numerical studies in LS-DYNA
software, the behavior of waffle slab subjected to blast load and compare its performance
with RC slab are investigated. It should be noted that because the blast load is applied to
the structure in a very short time, it has a high loading rate. Therefore, the strain rate
effects on concrete and reinforcement are considered for achieving real material behavior.
The identical volume of concrete and reinforcement used in all roofs is considered in
order to evaluate and compare the behavior of the roofs reasonably. Then, the effect of
the geometric dimension of waffle molds and the effect of the supporting condition on
the Waffle slab responses are studied. Other investigated parameter in this study includes
the effect of concrete compressive strength on the behavior of roof under blast load. The
mass of the explosive and its distance from the roof surface are other parameters
considered in this study. The effect of bar size on the behavior of the roof is also
investigated. The results of this study are presented as diagrams and tables showing that
given the same volume of concrete and reinforcement in the RC slab and the waffle slab,
the central displacement of Waffle slab is reduced to a desirable level. This shows the
better behavior of the waffle slab in comparison with the RC slab with the same volume
of material under the blast load.
Keywords: Blast Load, Central Displacement, Geometrical Dimension of the Waffle, RC
Slab, Strain Rate, Waffle Slab.
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1. Introduction
Structures are generally designed on the
basis of conventional loads, including dead,
live, snow, wind and seismic loads, and
unconventional loads such as impact, fire
and blast are not considered in structural
analysis and design. Therefore, during the
exposure of the structure to such unusual
loads, there would be a great deal of
destruction and damage. An example of
such damage in recent years in some
structures around the world is the twin
towers of the World Trade Organization in
2001 collapsed in effect of aircraft
collisions with structures followed by blasts
and fires. Other structural damage caused
by unconventional loads can be attributed to
the overall demolition of the Plasco
building in Iran in 2017, part of which has
been damaged by fire and consequently the
loss of strength to roof elements.
One of the most effective elements in
controlling the failures caused by
unconventional loads is the structural roof
that in the case of losing loading capacity of
the roof system will lead to the extension of
failure in other floors. Many studies have
been conducted by researchers on materials
as well as blast loads. Steel and concrete are
materials that are widely used in
construction projects. Concrete has a better
strength to blast load than other materials.
Therefore, the behavior of reinforced
concrete slab due to abnormal loads such as
blast is essential to study. Numerical and
experimental studies carried out in this area
over the last years.
Wang et al. (2013) in an experimental
and numerical study, modeled a square
reinforced concrete slab under near-field
blast. In this study, the mechanism of slab
failure under different amounts of explosive
was investigated at the distance of 0.4 m
from slab surface. Since the blast
phenomenon is a type of high-speed
dynamic load, they considered the strain
rate effects on the behavior of concrete and
steel materials. Results of the numerical and
experimental models showed good
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agreement in this study. This study also
showed that as the explosive content
increased, the failure mode changed from
the whole slab to local failure.
Zhao and Chen (2013) conducted a
dynamic analysis of the failure mechanism
of a reinforced concrete slab under blast
load. In this study, they considered
dimensions of 1000 × 1000 × 400 mm for
reinforced concrete slab with three different
amounts of explosives and modeled in LSDYNA software and compared the results
of this numerical study with existing
experimental studies. This research was
able to estimate the failure mechanism of
the slab under blast load, and the result of
this study showed that the destruction
mechanism would change as the explosive
volume changed.
Shuaib and Daoud (2015) investigated
the failure mode and deformation of square
concrete slabs due to blast load. The slabs
studied are two-end fixed. They assumed
the distance between the blast center and the
center of the slab constant, but the weight of
the explosive varied in three modes. They
also modeled their studies numerically in
LS-DYNA software. Two KCC and
Winfrith behavioral models were used to
model concrete materials. In this study, the
blast load was applied to the slab with
Lagrangian method. To ensure the validity
of this study, the results were compared
with an experimental study. Both concrete
behavior models (KCC and Winfrith)
showed good estimates of actual concrete
behavior and slab deformation. To
investigate the slab failure mode, the KCC
behavior of the concrete was optimally
modeled by bending cracks, but this
behavior model was not capable to model
the local shear behavior, because the
Lagrangian method is not able to consider
the interaction of open air and concrete slab.
In the RC structures, the concrete
compressive strength is important in the
behavior of structural element under blast
load. So, Abdollahzadeh et al. (2017)
considered two models based on Gene
Expression Programming (GEP). These
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models predict compressive strength of
High Strength Concrete (HSC). They
considered composition of HSC, as a
mixture of six components (water, cement,
super-plastisizer, silica fume, fine aggregate
and coarse aggregate). The target of the
prediction is the 28-day compressive
strength value. Results of this study show
that the GEP is a good method for the
prediction of compressive strength amounts
of HSC concerning to the outcomes of the
training.
Pandey et al. (2006) investigated the
failure of concrete thin slabs against blast
load. In this study, they investigated the
effect of deterioration and reduction of
hardness of material on concrete behavior
and presented the mechanism of possible
failure in their research. The results of this
study were validated with numerical models
that showed good agreement.
The missing of an element can lead to the
beginning of progressive collapse in a
structure. So, finding the location of this
element is very important. Therefore,
Kheyroddin et al. (2019) investigated about
this topic and following GSA and DoD
guidelines for finding the key element of
symmetric structures with different floor
heights, sensitivity analysis was modified.
Results of this study showed that the
location of the key element was different in
the plan and height of the structure in
structures with different floor heights.
Eltehaway (2009) conducted a study to
investigate the performance of reinforced
concrete slab under the impact loads and the
effect of Ferro cement against slab surface
damage. The result of this research showed
that the Ferro cement has high ductility and
high strength to dynamic loads including
impact. Also, by increasing slab thickness,
energy absorption and slab strength will
increase.
Augustsson and Harenstam (2010)
presented two simplified methods for
designing beams and reinforced concrete
slabs subjected to blast loads. These two
methods include manual calculation based
on energy equations and numerical
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calculation based on motion equations.
Both methods proposed in this study
assumed that the structure can be simulated
as a degree of freedom system and are valid
for elastic, plastic and elastoplastic
responses. The result of this study was
compared with the result of ADINA finite
element software and its validity was
confirmed.
Chen et al. (2015) studied the dynamic
behavior of a rectangular reinforced
concrete beam with simple support under
blast load. LS-DYNA finite element
software was used for this purpose.
Numerical simulation was performed in this
study for four groups of reinforced concrete
beams. In order to study the behavior of this
beam, the maximum displacement, concrete
cracking, rebar stress and shear stress of the
concrete near the support were investigated
and the results were compared with an
experimental study.
Xu and Lu (2006) performed the effect
of blast on reinforced concrete walls in an
analytical study. For this purpose, the wave
theory was studied and the strain rate effects
on concrete were considered. The studied
scenarios included the distance and mass of
the explosive. The results showed a good
verification with the experimental results
related to this research.
Yang et al. (2019) studied the effects of
blast on rubber reinforced concrete slab.
They considered four types of rubber
concrete with different rubber ratios in
concrete compositions. This study showed
that the tensile failure area of slab concrete
in rubber concrete is far less than that of
conventional concrete subjected to blast.
Finally,
rubber-reinforced
concrete
structural elements exhibited a very
favorable behavior against the energy
released from large blast.
Zhao et al. (2019) studied the effect of
blast on composite slab consisting of
concrete, steel plate and stud. For this
purpose, three types of slab affected by
contact blast were studied experimentally
and the mechanism of failure, maximum
displacement of slab and its dynamic
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responses were investigated. In order to
confirm the experimental results, these
slabs were simulated in finite element
software that the agreement between the
failure mechanism and the maximum
displacement of the slab indicated the
accuracy of the experimental model in this
study. The results showed that the
composite slab behavior is much better than
the conventional concrete slab system under
contact blast due to the use of steel plate.
Meng et al. (2019) experimentally and
numerically studied environment-friendly
geopolymer-reinforced concrete slab under
the near-field blast. One of the important
aims of this study was investigating the
mechanism of destruction and comparing it
conventional concrete slab. The results of
this study showed that the bars in this type
of slab experienced less damage than
conventional slabs.
On the other hand, the progressive
collapse in the structure will be occur if the
slab capacity is lost. Regarding the topic of
progressive collapse, Zahrai and Ezoddin
(2014) presented an analytical method for
calculating progressive collapse potential in
typical concrete buildings. They compared
four methods for progressive collapse
analysis by studying 5 and 10-story
intermediate moment-resistant reinforced
concrete frame buildings. To evaluate the
behavior of RC buildings, three columnremoval conditions were performed. Their
results showed that dynamic analysis
procedures pre sent more accurate results to
be performed for progressive collapse
determination yielded.
By reviewing previous studies, it is
concluded that the alternative load path
method is suitable for progressive collapse
due to explosion. Tavakoli and KiaKojouri
(2015) numerically investigated the steel
moment resisting frames for evaluation of
fire-induced
and
threat-independent
progressive collapse potential. In this study,
number of floors and the location of initial
failure were considered. Two different
mechanisms were assumed in fire-induced
and
threat-independent
progressive
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collapse. While column removal alternative
load paths play major role in threatindependent, the weight of the structure
above the failure region is the most
important parameter in fire-induced
progressive collapse.
Rezaie et al. (2018) studied about sudden
removal of vertical load-bearing elements
such as columns in reinforced concrete
buildings structures with different floor
plans such as floor plans with and without
torsional irregularity as well as geometrical
regular and irregular floor plans. They
considered
column
sensitivity and
displacement sensitivity indexes to compare
different cases of column removal in each
model. One of the results of this study was
that removing shear walls led to much more
critical scenarios than removing columns in
building with shear walls. As another result,
removing the internal columns was less
critical than the external columns.
In recent years, there is no research on
the behavior of waffle roofs subjected to the
blast loads. The use of waffle roof systems
with the potential of implementation with
columns at high distances has recently been
interested by manufacturers. Therefore, this
study will investigate the behavior of waffle
slab under blast load and compare its
performance with that of conventional
reinforced concrete slab. For this purpose,
after presenting the equations related to the
blast load and also developing the
relationship between the behavior of
concrete and reinforcement materials, the
model validation will be investigated with
and experimental research and two
numerical studies in LS-DYNA software. It
should be noted the blast load is applied to
the structure in a very short time and the
loading rate is high. Therefore, the strain
rate effects on concrete and reinforcement
are taken into account for achieving real
material behavior. The following is
intended to compare the behavior of slabs
and the volume of concrete. The
reinforcement materials in all slabs are
similar and then the effect of the geometric
dimensions of the waffle molds will be
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examined. The other case which is
examined is the effect of supporting
condition on the waffle slab response. The
effect of concrete compressive strength on
the behavior of the slab under blast load is
also studied. The mass of the explosive and
its distance from the slab surface will be
other parameters considered in this study.
Besides the effect of bar size on slab
behavior is examined.
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pressure and the atmospheric pressure is
called pre-pressure. Over the time, the
pressure gradually decreases until the blast
pressure reaches the atmospheric pressure
and this decreasing trend will continue and
so-called suction will occur. Thus, the
pressure-time diagram includes both
positive and negative zones (Figure 2).
A criterion is introduced for determining
the degradation severity as a mass-distance
scale (ZG) as follows:

2. Introducing the Blast Load
The blast phenomenon is caused by the
rapid release of large amounts of energy in
a confined space. In the engineering
literature, researchers classify the blast in
terms of location into two categories of
indoor and outdoor blasts. The sudden
release of energy creates a pressure wave in
the environment that gradually decreases
with a short period of time (Figure 1).
After the occurrence of blast in a short
time, the pressure will reach its maximum.
In the literature, the pressure due to the
pressure difference between the blast

ZG 

R
3
M

(1)

where R: is the distance from the blast point
and M: is the mass of the explosive
equivalent to TNT. The ambient air under
the blast is considered an Expression of
State (EOS) model. The pressure due to the
blast in the environment is calculated from
the following relation:
P  (  1)  e

Fig. 1. Reduction of blast pressure over distance

Fig. 2. Idealized shockwave pressure in time (Augustsson and Harenstam, 2010)

(2)
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where,  : is the constant value,  : is the
density of air and e represents the internal
energy. In this study, standard air constants
are extracted from the library values in (LSDYNA, 2006) where  = 1.225 kg/m3 and
  14 . The initial internal energy of the air
in the above equation is e = 2.068×105
KJ/kg. Explosives such as TNT are
considered to be the Jones-Wilkins-Lee
EOS model, which represents the pressure
resulting from the chemical energy of a
blast and is calculated as follows:


   R1V
 
P  A 1 
 B 1 
e

1
 RV

 R 2V 
E
e  R 2V 
V

(3)

where P: represents the hydrostatic
pressure, V: is the specific volume of TNT,
and A, B, R1, R2 and : are constant values
of the material. These constant values have
been calculated for several blast samples
from dynamic laboratory studies, which are
referred to in (LS-DYNA, 2006). In this
study, the values A, B, R1, R2 and  are
3.7377 × 105 Mpa, 4.15, 3.747 × 103 Mpa,
0.9 and 0.35 respectively, for TNT
explosives.
3. Characteristics of Materials
In order to obtain the most accurate results,
the failure of the material such as concrete
under the dynamic load of the blast should
be appropriately modeled. Blast loads will

affect the behavior of the materials because
they are applied to the structure in a very
short time and have high loading rates.
Therefore, the strain rate effects and inertia
on the behavior of concrete and rebar should
be taken into account because the higher
strain rate increases the strength of such
materials (Chen et al., 2015).
The concrete stress tensor is defined as
sum of the hydrostatic stress tensor and the
deviated stress tensor. The hydrostatic
tensor shows the volume changes of the
concrete and the deviated tensor shows the
concrete deformation (Zhao and Chen,
2013).
In this study, the dynamic failure model
of Riedel, Hiermaier and Thoma (RHT) for
concrete has been considered. This model is
very suitable for studying dynamic behavior
of concrete. The RHT model is generally
used for brittle materials and includes
several features for various mechanisms in
the field, including strain hardening, strain
rate hardening, pressure hardening, third
invariant dependence for tensile and
compressive meridians and cumulative
damage (strain softening). Conjunction
with the exiting tensile crack softening
algorithm can be used in this model. The pα equation of state for volumetric
compaction is also considered in this model.
As can be seen in Figure 3, the material has
three strength surfaces including an elastic
limit surface, a failure surface, and the
remaining strength surface for the crushed
material. For the elastic strength surface, a
threshold often exists (Wang et al., 2013).

Fig. 3. Ultimate strength, yield strength and residual strength surfaces (Wang et al., 2013)
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In Figure 3, Y: is the failure surface and
defined as a function of pressure P, strain
rate  and the load angle θ.
Yf  Y( p ) .R( ) .FRATE ( )

(4)

*
Y( p )  f c  A( p*  pspall
FRATE ( ) ) N  ,

where

with f c : being the compressive strength, A:
the failure surface exponent and p* : the
pressure
normalized
by
fc ,
*
*
p spall  p ( f t / f c ) . FRATE ( ) : shows the strain
rate function. R( ) : represents the third
invariant dependency of the model as a
function of a meridian ratio Q2 and the
second and third stress invariants.
Figure 4 shows the compressive
meridian on the stress π plane and the
tensile. From the failure surface, the elastic
limit surface is scaled as (Wang et al.,
2013).
Ye  Yf .Fe .FCAP ( p )

(5)

where FCAP ( p ) : is a function that limits the
elastic deviatoric stresses under hydrostatic
compression which is varying within the
range of 0 to 1 for pressure. In this range,
value 0 is initial compaction and 1 is solid
compaction pressures. Fe : is the ratio of the
elastic strength to failure surface strength. A
residual (frictional) failure surface is
defined as following equation (Wang et al.,
2013).
*
residual

Y

 B. p

*M

(6)

where B: is the constant of residual failure
surface and M: is the exponent of residual
failure surface. It should be explained that
additional plastic straining of the material
results in damage and strength reduction
after the hardening phase. Damage in the
material is accumulated by:
D

 p



failure
p



 p
*
D1 ( p  pspall
) D2
*

(7)
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where D1 and D2 : are damage constants
and the post-damage failure surface is then
interpolated by:
*
*
*
Y fracture
 (1  D)Y failure
 DYresidual

(8)

and the material post-damage shear
modulus is interpolated via the following
equation:
G fracture  (1  D)Ginitial  DGresidual

(9)

where Ginitial , Gresidual , G fracture : are the shear
modulus. In the present work, the material
constant is based on the typical data for
concrete, which compressive strength, fc =
39.5 Mpa and the material parameters are:
shear modulus, G = 0.28 Mpa; reference
density,  = 2.55 g/cm3; tensile strength, ft
= 4.2 Mpa; and A, N, B, M, D1 , D2 and  min
f
are 1.6, 0.61, 0.7, 0.8, 1, and 0.0008,
respectively. Also, the failure strain is
 min
 0.001 .
f

Fig. 4. The stress π plane (Wang et al., 2013)

Specifications of materials in software
should be close to the behavior of materials
in experimental research. The Abaqus
software considers three behavioral models
for concrete, including Concrete Smeared
Cracking, Brittle Cracking, and Concrete
Damaged Plasticity model. In this study, the
Concrete Damaged Plasticity model is used
because it is close to the actual concrete
behavior model. The coefficient of increase
of dynamic compressive and tensile
strength of concrete is calculated using Eqs.
(10-13) (Chen et al., 2015).
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1.026

  
f
CDIF  c  

f cs   cs 
f
CDIF  c   ( )1/3
f cs

if   30s 1

(10)

if   30s 1

(11)

if  td  1s 1

(12)



  
f
TDIF  t   
f ts   ts 

1/3

  
f
TDIF  t     
f ts
  ts 

if  ts  1s

1

(13)

shear modulus is G = 81.8 Gpa. The
coefficient of increase of the dynamic
strength of the steel (DIF) is calculated
from the Eq. (15), where f y represents the
yielding strength of the rebar in MPa.
DIF  ( /104 )

  0.074  0.04 f y / 414

(15)

4. Modeling
where f c : is the dynamic concrete
compressive strength at strain rate of  , fcs:
represents the concrete static compressive
 cs ,
strength at strain rate of
log   6.156  0.49 ,   1/ (5  3 fcu / 4)
and f cu : denotes the compressive strength
of the cube concrete sample in MPa. ft : is
the concrete dynamic tensile strength at the
strain rate of  is assumed to be within the
range of 1  S 106 S 1 to 160 S 1 , fts the
concrete tensile strength at the strain rate of
 ts , log   6  2 ,   1/ (1  8 fc / fco ) and
f co is equal to 10 MPa (Chen et al., 2015).
Johnson-Cook behavior model has been
considered for rebar because it is suitable
for studying the behavior of material under
high strain rate and heat. This model defines
rebar yield stress Y as (Johnson and Cook,
1983):
 

   A  B pn  1  C ln p  1  THm 



0



(14)

where,  p : represents the effective plastic


is equal to the effective
0
plastic
strain
rate
for
 0  1s 1 ,
TH  (T  Troom ) / (Tmelt  Troom ) , where Troom
represents the room temperature and Tmelt : is
the melting temperature and also A, B, C, n
and m: are the five material constant
(Johnson and Cook, 1983). The density of
rebar used in this study is equal to  = 7.85
g/cm3, bulk modulus is K = 159 Gpa and
strain,  *p 

In this study, simulation of reinforced
concrete slab and waffle slab under blast
load was performed in ABAQUS software.
Solid element was used for modeling
concrete and Concrete Damaged Plasticity
model was used for concrete material
behavior in software. In this model, the
effects of strain rate and crack on concrete
elements are considered. Beam element was
used in the rebar and also Johnson-Cook
plastic model capable of considering strain
rate was used for the behavior of steel
material. To model the contact between the
concrete and the reinforcements, it was
assumed that the reinforcements were
buried in the concrete. Therefore, the
Embedded region model was used in the
software to contact between the two
materials. In the blast loading, the loading
speed is high and the slip between the
concrete and the reinforcements can be
neglected. This behavioral model does not
take into account the slip between the two
materials (Xu and Lu, 2006).
To ensure the accuracy of the simulation
performed in ABAQUS software, the
results of the experimental model
performed by Wang et al. (2013) and the
numerical models performed in LS-DYNA
software by Zhao et al. (2013) and (Shuaib
and Daoud (2015), which a 1000×1000×40
mm reinforced concrete slab, have been
compared with the present study. In these
studies, the reinforcements are meshed in a
row with a diameter of 6 mm at 75 mm
intervals. The concrete cover is 20 mm and
the compressive strength, tensile strength
and modulus of elasticity of concrete are
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39.5 MPa, 4.2 MPa and 28.3 Gpa,
respectively. The yield stress of the
reinforcement is also assumed to be 600
MPa and its modulus of elasticity is 200
Gpa. Figure 5 shows an image of the
experimental and numerical model made in
Wang et al. (2013), Zhao and Chen (2013)
and Shuaib and Daoud (2015).
An illustration of the reinforced concrete
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slab studied has been shown in Figure 6. As
shown in this figure, the explosive is located
above the slab 400 mm from the center of
the slab and its mass is 0.46 kg.
Figure 7 illustrates an image of the blast
load applied to the RC slab at the RP-1 point
as a CONWEP blast model in ABAQUS
software. Also, the deformed RC slab is
presented in Figure 8.

Fig. 5. The geometry of the reinforced concrete slab studied in experimental and numerical references (Wang et
al., 2013; Zhao and Chen, 2013; Shuaib and Daoud, 2015)

Fig. 6. Laboratory specimen of reinforced concrete slab in reference (Wang et al., 2013)

Fig. 7. Applying the blast load to the RC slab at RP-1 point
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Fig. 8. Deformation of RC slab after blast loading

As is observed in Figure 9, the
magnitude of the slab center displacement
due to the blast load has a negligible
difference with the results obtained from
Wang et al. (2013), Zhao and Chen (2013)
and Shuaib and Daoud (2015), indicating
the accuracy of the modeling performed in
ABAQUS software. Now, after verifying
the accuracy of the modeling, the behavior
of the waffle slab under the blast load is
investigated. For this purpose, in order to
compare the behavior of the waffle slab
with the RC slab subjected to the blast load,
a RC slab with dimensions of
5000×5000×200 mm is first considered.

The reinforcement in this slab is in the form
of mesh in a row with 12 mm diameter and
300 mm intervals. The specifications of the
concrete and reinforcement are the same as
in the previous slab. In order to uniformize
the conditions in terms of volume of
concrete and reinforcement materials used
in RC slab and waffle slab, the geometrical
characteristics of the desired waffle slab are
as in Figure 10. The three-dimensional
image in ABAQUS software can be seen in
Figure 11. It should be noted that the
characteristics of the material used in the
waffle slab are the same as in the previous
specifications.

This Paper

[3]

Time (Sec)

0
0

0.005

0.01

0.015

0.02

-5

Displacement ( mm)

-10
-15
-20
-25

U LS  DYNA  31.1 mm [2]

U Experimental  32 mm [1]
U Abaqus  33.8 mm This Paper

-30
-35
-40

[1]  Wang et al., 2013
U LS  DYNA  38.9 mm [3]

[2]  Zhao, C.F . and Chen, J .Y , 2013
[3]  Shuaib M . and Daoud O, 2015

-45
Fig. 9. Comparison of slab center displacement values in ABAQUS software with experimental study and
numerical study in LS-DYNA software
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Fig. 10. Geometric properties of waffle slab with molds dimensions of 50×50×30 cm and 80×80×30 cm

Fig. 11. Three-dimensional view of the waffle slab with molds dimension of 50×50×30 cm

Figure 12 shows a comparison of the
displacement of the center of the RC slab
and the waffle slab over time. In this
comparison, both slabs have two fixedsupported sides, the volume of concrete and
reinforcement are same and the mass of
TNT is 0.5 kg that is located 2 m from the
center of the slabs. As can be seen in this
figure, waffle slab shows lower
displacement under the blast load. As
illustrated in Figure 13, studies on the effect
of molds dimensions of waffle slab show
that with the same volume of concrete and
reinforcement materials, the molds
dimensions have little effect on the behavior
of the slab under the blast load. Three cases
have been considered to investigate the
effect of supporting conditions on the
behavior of the waffle slab. The first case
with two sides of the slab with fixed support
(2 Fixed), the second case with four sides of

the slab with fixed support (4 Fixed) and the
third case with four pinned support sides (4
Pinned).
As can be seen in Figure 14, the
displacement of the center of the slab in the
second and third cases is less than the first
case, indicating that fixing four sides of the
slab offers better responses than fixing two
sides of the slab and it can reduce the
displacement of the slab center. Another
point which is evident in this figure is that
the type of slab support does not have an
effect on the displacement of the center of
the slab due to the blast load. In other words,
it could show that the damage of the slab
under blast has been localized and boundary
condition cannot reduce the displacement
and therefore local damage to the slab.
Figure 15 presents the effect of concrete
compressive strength on the displacement
of the center of the slab, which shows that
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the slab displacement decreases as the
concrete compressive strength increases. It
is noteworthy in this figure that the
restriction of slab displacement by
increasing the strength of concrete
decreases its effect approximately from the
concrete grade C45 to above. Table 1 shows
the effect of the explosive mass on the
maximum displacement of the center of the
waffle slab. For this purpose, the distance of
the blast position is fixed at 2 m, but the
mass of the explosive increased from 0.25
kg to 2.5 kg. The results show that with
increasing mass of the explosive, the
displacement of the center of the slab also
Concrete Slab-2Fixed

increases.
Table 2 shows the effect of explosive
distance on the maximum displacement of
the center of the waffle slab. Therefore, the
mass of the explosive is considered to be
constant and equal to 1 kg and its distance
varies. The results show that by increasing
the distance of the explosive from the center
of the slab, the displacement of the center of
the slab is reduced. Finally, Figure 16
illustrates the effect of reinforcement size
on the displacement of the center of the
waffle slab for C30 concrete and the slab on
two fixed sides subjected to the explosive
with mass of 0.5 kg at a distance of 2 m.
Waffle Slab (50X50X30 cm)-2Fixed

Time (Sec)

0

Displacement (m)
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the displacement of the center of RC slab and waffle slab with waffle molds dimension
of 50×50×30 cm
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the displacement of the center of waffle slab with the molds dimensions of 50×50×30 cm
and 80×80×30 cm
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Waffle Slab (50X50X30 cm)-4Fixed
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Fig. 14. Effect of supporting conditions on the displacement of the center of waffle slab with molds dimension of
50×50×30 cm
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Fig. 15. Effect of compressive strength of concrete on the displacement of center of waffle slab with molds
dimension of 50×50×30 cm
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Fig. 16. Effect of reinforcement size on the displacement of center of waffle slab with molds dimension of
50×50×30 cm and C30 concrete
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Table 1. Effect of explosive mass on the maximum displacement of the center of the waffle slab with molds
dimension of 50×50×30 cm and C30 concrete
Zi
Ri (m)
Mi (Kg)
UiMax (m)
Z1=3.1748
R1=2
M1=0.25
U1=0.0005
Z2=2.5198
R2=2
M2=0.5
U2=0.0009
Z3=2.2013
R3=2
M3=0.75
U3=0.0012
Z4=2
R4=2
M4=1
U4=0.0015
Z5=1.8566
R5=2
M5=1.25
U5=0.0018
Z6=1.7472
R6=2
M6=1.5
U6=0.0021
Z7=1.6597
R7=2
M7=1.75
U7=0.0024
Z8=1.5874
R8=2
M8=2
U8=0.0026
Z9=1.5263
R9=2
M9=2.25
U9=0.0029
Z10=1.4736
R10=2
M10=2.5
U10=0.0032
Table 2. Effect of explosive distance on the maximum displacement of the center of the waffle slab with molds
dimension of 50×50×30 cm and C30 concrete
Zi
Ri (m)
Mi (Kg)
UiMax (m)
Z1=3.1748
R1=3.1748
M1=1
U1=0.00090
Z2=2.5198
R2=2.5198
M2=1
U2=0.00115
Z3=2.2013
R3=2.2013
M3=1
U3=0.00130
Z4=2
R4=2
M4=1
U4=0.0015
Z5=1.8566
R5=1.8566
M5=1
U5=0.00151
Z6=1.7472
R6=1.7472
M6=1
U6=0.00158
Z7=1.6597
R7=1.6597
M7=1
U7=0.00164
Z8=1.5874
R8=1.5874
M8=1
U8=0.00169
Z9=1.5263
R9=1.5263
M9=1
U9=0.00174
Z10=1.4736
R10=1.4736
M10=1
U10=0.00179

5. Conclusions
This study investigated the behavior of the
waffle slab under the blast load and
comparison of its performance with that of
conventional reinforced concrete slab. For
this purpose, after presenting the equations
related to the blast load, and the formulation
of behavior of concrete and reinforcement
materials, the model validation was also
investigated by experimental research and
two numerical studies in LS-DYNA
software. Because the blast load was
applied to the structure in a very short time,
the loading speed was high. Therefore, the
effects of strain rate on concrete and
reinforcement were taken into account for
achieving real behavior of the materials.
In order to study and compare rationally
the behavior of slabs, the volume of
concrete and reinforcement materials in all
slabs was considered similar and then the
effect of geometric dimensions of the molds
was investigated. In addition, the effect of
supporting conditions on the responses of
the waffle slab and the effect of
compressive strength of the concrete on the

behavior of the slab under the effects of
blast were also studied. The explosive mass
and its distance from the slab were the other
parameters considered in this study. The
effect of reinforcement size on the behavior
of the slab under blast was also investigated.
The following items can be mentioned as
the important results of this research:
 Comparing the results of this study as a
numerical simulation in ABAQUS
software with the results of experimental
studies, it is evident that the investigation
of blast effects on the slab in numerical
simulation had desirable accuracy and
this method of study can be a good
substitute for experimental methods
which require a great deal of precision,
time and cost.
 The investigations in this research
illustrate that under the same conditions
of materials such as concrete and
reinforcement and their volume, the
waffle slab shows less displacement and
better behavior than those of
conventional reinforced concrete slab
under blast load. The increase in moment
of inertia in the waffle slab is one of the
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most important reasons for better
behavior under the blast load.
Under the same conditions of volume of
concrete and reinforcement materials,
the results show that the geometrical
dimensions of the molds have little effect
on the slab responses under the blast
load.
Based on the studies on the effects of the
slab support conditions, in the case
where the slab is fixed at all four sides a
better response under the blast load
compared to the case with two fixed
sides is achieved. The important
conclusion of this study is that changing
the type of support from the fixed type to
the pinned type does not have much
effect on the slab responses, which could
be due to the high blast loading rate.
Because the slab failure under blast will
occur rapidly and locally in the center of
the slab and the support does not have
enough time to show its effects on the
slab response.
As the compressive strength of concrete
increases, the slab response also
improves as the slab center displacement
decreases with increasing concrete
compressive strength. But the slope of
the ratio of changes from C45 concrete
grade upwards gradually decreases.
Investigations on the effect of mass and
distance of the explosive show that for a
given distance from the blast point to the
center of the slab, as the mass of the
explosive increases, the destruction
effects on the slab increase. Also, for a
given mass of explosive, as the blast
point distance to the slab shortens, the
slab center displacement and slab
demolition effects increase, which is
conceivable. Two scenarios in this study
have been investigated for a given
amount of mass-distance scale. The first
scenario is with a mass of 0.25 kg at a
distance of 2 m and the second scenario
with a mass of 1 kg at a distance of
3.1748 m that the mass-distance scale for
both scenarios is 3.1748. But the
interesting conclusion is that the second
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scenario leads to higher displacement
and consequently more slab damage.
This result means that for the identical
mass-distance scale, the mass value has
a greater effect on the slab behavior than
the distance value from the blast point to
the slab.
 Studies on the effect of reinforcement
size on the behavior of the waffle slab
subjected to the blast show that with
increasing rebar size, the displacement
of the center of the slab decreases. But its
impact is not significant compared to
concrete, indicating that reinforcement is
less effective than concrete on the waffle
slab responses subjected to blast.
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